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PROJECT

Whatuni app
FIND IT HERE App store Google play

Product description

Whatuni is an online platform that helps users find and
research universities and courses in the UK. The product offers a
combination of a sophisticated search tool, coupled with guidance
advice, designed to assist users throughout the UK university
application process.

The problem

Once users used the product to quickly find their course, they rarely
returned to use the product a second time. This created a quality
issue for the referrals that Whatuni sends to its university partners,
which is its main source of revenue.

PROJECT GOALS AND
SUCCESS MEASURES
- To help users make
more informed choices
when selecting courses
- To increase the number
of returning users
- To Increase the number
of user registrations

Assessment

I first completed an analysis to identify the ratio of returning
users to the product. It occurred to me & the team that in order
to increase the number of returning users, the brand needed to
create reasons for users to register, so that more sophisticated
behavioural tracking could be used to power remarketing
campaigns designed to bring the user back to the product. My
analysis also showed that the majority of users were using mobile
devices to access the website, and these users were growing
exponentially. I concluded that the best solution was to build a
mobile app so that users could register and receive tailored push
and email notifications encouraging them to use the product
multiple times to help them make more informed choices when
selecting their courses.

My role

On behalf of the business, I was the main point of contact and
owned the project from ideation through to development and final
release. My role was to constantly analyze, define, and verify the
functional requirements of the project. I represented the user and
business owners, ensuring the project hit its objectives.
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The
process
Project ideation:

We identified the commercial problems we were trying
to solve and set goals for the project. This helped us to
generate initial ideas for the solution which then needed
to be researched and confirmed with users.

User research

We surveyed users to find out which course data they
needed to help them decide which course to apply to.
We also surveyed usage of mobile devices amongst
our users.

MVP concept creation

I led a session with stakeholders to generate and
prioritize features for the app. The project was given a
strict deadline, so establishing a viable and agreed MVP
was critical.

Information architecture

As a team we mapped out the features into the
Information Architecture and navigation flow of the app,
ready to begin initial design concepts.
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Wireframing & initial designs

I began to create low fidelity wireframes on a
whiteboard, before creating them in Axure. I worked
closely with the Lead designer to increase the wireframe
fidelity and create a working prototype in InVision.

Prototyping & user testing:

The tight delivery deadline meant there was not enough
time to test our working prototype with users. As a result,
it was tested and signed off by internal stakeholders.

Final designs and product
requirements

Working with the Lead Designer we completed the
final designs. I then created the functional requirements
and user stories, ready for the Engineering team to
begin development.

Product development:

We worked through the project in multiple Agile sprints
of 2 weeks This was a first for the company, and meant
that we were able to iterate, amend and adapt the
project quickly.

Testing & release

Representing the user and the business, it was my
responsibility to test and collate all functional feedback
from the project team, ensuring that the app was ready
for release.
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Solution
“We created a
sophisticated search
and match system
to help the user find
courses better suited
to their individual
requirements”

RESULTS
The app was successfully
launched in the iOS and Play
stores, generating 70,000 new user
registrations, and increased the
number of returning users by over
300%. The search and matching
system helped users to make more
informed decisions when selecting
courses which has improved the
quality of leads that the business
sends to its university partners.

What was learnt
• The project was the first time the team used Agile
methodology to develop a product. This inevitably
had some teething issues but resulted in a much more
flexible product development allowing us to adapt
much more effectively to late changes. Whatuni
now routinely uses Agile methodology to develop
product changes.
• The strict deadline for launch meant that there
was little time for testing prototypes with users. This
meant that unforeseen usability issues could only
be identified and fixed post launch at the cost of
reprioritizing other roadmap items. This highlights the
importance of usability testing the product with users.
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PROJECT

Postgraduate
Search redesign
FIND IT HERE https://www.postgraduatesearch.com/

Product description

Postgraduate Search is a website that helps users find and
research Postgraduate courses at universities in the UK. The
product offers a comprehensive search and contains extensive
course and university data to guide users through the application
process.

The problem

Users struggled to understand the complexity and variety of
Postgraduate courses available to them. This coupled with a poor
user experience led to poor conversion rates and decreasing
organic traffic from search engines.

Assessment

After completing an analysis with the SEO and UX Researchers,
it quickly became apparent that the product was failing to

PROJECT GOALS AND
SUCCESS MEASURES
- To help users
understand the
Postgraduate process
more effectively.
- To increase the
conversion of rate
of user referrals to
university partners.
- To Increase the organic
traffic from search
engines.

adequately explain the postgraduate application process to users.
This led to high bounce rates which we determined were having
a detrimental impact on SEO. We concluded that the website
content structure needed to be rewritten to help users understand
the postgraduate process more easily. This led us to agree to a
new redesign of the website.

My role

As Head of Product, I managed a team of Product Managers
and UX Researchers who worked on this project. On behalf of the
business, I had overall responsibility for the project delivery and
delivery of the strategic goals and objectives.
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The
process

Project ideation:

After initial analysis we identified the commercial
problems we were trying to solve and set goals for the
project. We determined that we needed to speak to
users to find out more about their needs and pain points.

User research

After speaking to users It became apparent that the
different terminology and qualifications used in the
Postgraduate process were causing confusion.

Information architecture

I led a session with stakeholders where we changed the
IA and navigational flow of the website to incorporate
new simplified content.

Wireframing and design prototyping
Working with the Product Manager and Designers, we

created wireframes and initial designs, ready to create a
prototype that we could usability test with users.

Usability testing

We held a numerous “Coffee shop” usability tests
with users to test our new designs and analyze their
effectiveness at simplifying the terminology that caused
confusion. This test provided rapid feedback allowing us
to iterate and amend the project quickly.

Final designs and product
requirements

The Designer and Product Manager then produced the
finalized designs and product requirements. I provided
sign off as the project lead.

Product development

As a large project, development spanned multiple
sprints, other projects were deprioritized or cancelled.

Testing & release

As the project lead, I provided functional and
commercial feedback to the Product Manager who
managed the product testing cycles and sign off.
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Solution
“We created new
content rich pages
explaining each
major postgraduate
qualification to
the user”

RESULTS
The relaunch of the Postgraduate
Search website resulted in organic
traffic increases of 40%, and a
26% increase in revenue within 12
months. The number of completed
searches increased significantly
in this period whilst the bounce
rate decreased, suggesting that
the redesign helped alleviate user
confusion with the postgraduate
terminology.

PGS Quals browse page

What was learnt
• The user research was vital to being able to
understand frustrations and identify the confusion
users reported with the postgraduate terminology and
qualifications.
• The “Coffee shop” usability testing allowed for constant
but swift iterations to the design and requirements
meaning that more feedback could be incorporated
before the development began.
• The development of the project meant that other
important items had to be deprioritized. In hindsight it
would have been better to dedicate fewer engineering
resources to the project and delay the launch to
complete other important projects simultaneously.
11
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PROJECT

Whatuni GO
Product description

Whatuni GO is an online application system that helps users
search and match with courses at UK universities based on a wide
variety of personal preferences and attributes. The application
system allows users to send an application to multiple universities
with a single submission.

The problem

During “Clearing”, a process where universities advertise last-

PROJECT GOALS AND
SUCCESS MEASURES
- To help users find,
match, and apply to
multiple courses with a
single application.
- To increase the revenue

minute vacancies on their courses, users needed to quickly

from university partners

find and apply to courses by telephoning each university and

for application referrals.

speaking with admissions staff. Users find this process stressful
due to courses being in high demand, often filled within hours of
publication.

- To Increase user
registrations.

Assessment

I completed an analysis with Higher Education sector experts and
users, and it was clear that there were significant frustrations
with the current application system. Users were left stressed
and frustrated after speaking with admissions teams at multiple
universities on the phone. Universities found the process frustrating
and expensive as they needed to recruit telephone operators
to handle the calls from users. We discussed these findings with
business stakeholders and identified an opportunity to streamline
the process for users and universities by building an online multiapplication system on the existing Whatuni website.

My role

Working for the business as a Senior Contractor, I had direct
responsibility for the project delivery, owning the project from
ideation through to development and final release.
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The
process
Project ideation:

I brainstormed with business stakeholders and
hypothesized that was an opportunity to offer a new
course application that benefited users and universities,
thereby creating a new stream of revenue.

Sector research

The project contained both B2C & B2B elements, thus
it was vital to speak to B2B contacts and potential
customers. I led an interactive session with sector
experts to discover their needs and pain points.

User research

Working with the UX Researcher, I surveyed users to
identify their pain points and frustrations. It was clear
that our hypothesis was correct and that the current
application system led to frustration, stress, and
uncertainty for users.

MVP Concept creation

Working with the core project team & business
stakeholders, we held a session to generate and
prioritize features for the application system. This project
had a strict deadline, so establishing a viable and
agreed MVP was vital.

Information Architecture

With the MVP completed I led the core project team
comprising of Designers, Engineers, and Marketeers in
a session to create the IA and navigational flow of the
product comprising of key features such as: Advanced
Search & Filtering, Matching system, and Application
system.
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Wireframing and design prototyping
I created initial wireframes before the Designer built

initial designs and a working prototype using InVision.

Usability testing

The UX Researcher hosted usability tests with a wide
variety of users, including users who had recently taken
part in the traditional application system. This allowed us
to make comparisons between the current application
method and our new application system.

Data sourcing

The project needed complex data sets that powered
search and application systems. An external Data
Consultant helped us to define the technical data
requirements for the project. This added a lot of
complexity and multiple user cases to the product
requirements.

Final designs and product
requirements

The Designer finalized the designs, and I completed the
functional product requirements and user stories, ready
for the engineering team to begin development.

Product development

The project had a strict deadline for final launch which
meant that all other items on the Whatuni roadmap
were deprioritized. This allowed the team to focus on
delivering this project using Agile sprints.

Testing

The project was high priority due to the potential new
revenue forecast. However, it was a new feature that
needed to work alongside the existing core product on
Whatuni.com. This meant that significant functional and
technical testing was required. As Product lead for the
project, I was responsible for managing the testing and
providing product sign off.
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BETA launch

Due to the importance and complexity of the project,
we decided to launch a BETA so that A/B tests and
optimizations could be implemented.

Product development

The BETA launch provided an opportunity to refine and
improve the product before the final launch date.

Final launch

The project was delivered on time and before the critical
date when universities announced their remaining
course vacancies to the public. This meant that key
marketing and promotion could be completed to raise
awareness of the new application system to users.
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Solution
“We created a system
where users could
send applications
to multiple
universities with a
single transaction
on the Whatuni GO
application system.”

RESULTS
The project delivered over 2000
new applications to UK universities
in its first year. This contributed
significantly to new company
revenue, and importantly did not
have a detrimental impact on
the existing product and revenue
model for Whatuni. The Product also
boosted the brand as the multicourse application system was the
first of its kind in the sector.

What was learnt
• The project was the first time a UX Researcher was
hired to host user and usability testing sessions. This
freed up some of my time to concentrate more on
the design process and writing the user stories &
requirements.
• The BETA launch provided the opportunity to A/B test
and refine elements of the application form before the
more crucial final launch.
• Our post launch analysis indicated that some users
found the search & matching element overwhelming
and confusing. It would have been better to develop a
simpler solution that worked for the majority instead of
a complex one that worked for all user cases.
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PROJECT

Floodlight website
rebrand
Product description

Floodlight was a website that allowed users to search for parttime and leisure courses hosted by local colleges and private
companies. It has since been sold and incorporated into
https://www.findcourses.co.uk/

The problem

Due to a governmental policy change, funding for local colleges
was dropped resulting in a severe drop in popularity of the

PROJECT GOALS AND
SUCCESS MEASURES
- To help users find and
book local “fun & leisure”
& apprenticeship
courses.
- To increase the revenue

courses they offered. Floodlight’s main revenue at the time

of Floodlight through

came from sending referral leads to these local colleges. The

bookings and web

drop in popularity of these courses resulted in a large traffic and

referrals.

conversion drop for the Floodlight website.

Assessment

As Head of Product, I completed an analysis with my team of

- To Increase the organic
traffic from search
engines.

Product Managers, and other stakeholders to determine the
severity of the traffic and conversion drop, and come up with
a new strategy to save the Floodlight brand. We determined
Floodlight needed to change and prioritize local “fun & leisure,” and
apprenticeship courses to users, as these were not subject to the
UK government funding cuts.

My role

As Head of Product, I managed a team of Product Managers
and Designers who worked on this project. This was a large and
complex project of large commercial and strategic importance,
therefore had overall responsibility for the project delivery and
delivery of the strategic goals and objectives.
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The
process
Project ideation:

After initial analysis we identified the commercial
problems that needed solving and set project goals. we
needed to speak to users to find out more about how to
solve these problems. .

User research

We surveyed users to identify pain points and
frustrations and identified that the current product did
not offer sufficient filtering to help the user find local
courses that matched their individual preferences. This
led to enhanced location and user filtering becoming
key themes for the project.

MVP Concept creation

I led a session with stakeholders to generate and
prioritize features for the product. We used the MoSCoW
prioritization method to form this MVP.

Information Architecture

We agreed that the project also provided opportunities
to solve legacy SEO and UX. Thus, we agreed that the
product needed a redesign and rebrand. I led a session
with stakeholders and created the IA and navigational
flow of the new website.

Wireframing and Initial designs

Working with the Product Manager and Designers, we
created wireframes and initial designs, ready to create
a prototype in InVision that we could usability test.
20

Usability testing

The deadlines for designs and requirements were
brought forward at short notice because engineering
resources were needed for other projects. This meant
we didn’t have enough time to test the usability of
our prototype with users. However, I was still keen to
gather usability feedback and therefore hosted internal
usability tests with my team and other key stakeholders.

Final designs and product
requirements

The Designer and Product Manager produced the
finalized designs and product requirements. I provided
sign off as the project lead.

Product development

As the engineering resources were required elsewhere,
the deadline for product launch was also brought
forward. To hit the new deadline we agreed to
reprioritize items in the MVP and split the requirements
into multiple code releases. The new deadlines resulted
in some key SEO requirements being omitted from the
initial launch.

Testing and release

As the project lead, I provided functional and
commercial feedback to the Product Manager who
managed the testing process and provided product
sign off.
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Solution
“We focused on
creating new ways
for users to filter
and customize their
results to create a
more personalized
experience”

RESULTS
The rebrand and launch led to an
initial increase in bookings, referrals,
and conversion rates. However, the
organic traffic remained stagnant
at first and we believe this was
due to key SEO requirements being
deprioritized and omitted from
the launch. Overall, the project
was deemed a minor success as
the website was profitable and
continued to help users find local
“fun & leisure” courses. Floodlight has

What was learnt
• The project deadline change impacted the project
delivery and meant we needed to adapt and amend
the project scope and MVP.
• It would have been preferable to allocate time to
usability test the prototypes with real users to identify
pain points and usability issues.
• If time allowed, it would have been beneficial to
release a product BETA so that we could improve
the CRO of the product further using A/B and multivariate tests. These were not completed until after
the relaunch.

since been sold and incorporated
into www.findcourses.co.uk
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PROJECT

Student analytics
dashboard
for Teachers and Careers Advisors
Product description

The Student analytics dashboard for Career Advisors is an online
analytics dashboard designed to help teachers and career
advisors track student searches and course application journeys
on online course search websites. The dashboard offers detailed
data and trend analyses, and personalized lesson planning and
structuring recommendations for teachers.

The problem

The UK application process for universities is long and complex. This
often results in teachers and career advisors feeling overwhelmed
and unable to offer personalized advice and guidance to their
students.

Assessment

After completing an analysis with the student outreach team
who maintained excellent relationships with teachers and career
advisors, it was clear that an opportunity existed to create a new
product that incentivized teachers to recommend their students

PROJECT GOALS AND
SUCCESS MEASURES
- To build better
relationships with
teachers and careers
advisors who in turn
would promote the
existing course search
products to their
students.
- To increase the number
of user registrations.
- To Increase the number
of teacher and career
advisor registrations as
admin users.

register and complete their university and course research on
the company’s existing products such as Whatuni. In return the
teachers and career advisors would be able to track the activity
of their students and get key insights into their personalized needs,
allowing them to create tailored advice.

My role

As a Senior Product Manager at the time, I had direct responsibility
for the project delivery and was the main point of contact for
Product and for the business, owning the project from ideation
through to development and final release.
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The
process
Project ideation:

Following brainstorming sessions with business
stakeholders and the student outreach team, we
hypothesized that there was an opportunity to build
an analytics dashboard to help teachers and career
advisors track the behavior of their students when they
used Whatuni.

Competitor research

This project was the first time the company developed
an analytics dashboard. Therefore, it was necessary to
undertake research of competitors in the sector to gain
a better understanding of the product demand.

Data visualization training

The success of the project relied heavily on presenting
complex and technical data to teachers with nontechnical backgrounds. As I was inexperienced at
creating Data Visualization products, I requested
that the designers and I be sent on an intensive Data
Visualization training course.

User research

We appointed a small team of teachers to provide input
and feedback to the project. This team helped to identify
the user needs and pain points that the product needed
to solve.

MVP Concept creation

Following the feedback sessions with teachers, I led a
session with the core project team to ideate product
features which were then prioritized into a MVP.
25

Information architecture

With the MVP completed I mapped out the IA and user
navigational flow of the product for all user types.

Wireframing & initial design
prototyping

I created initial low fidelity wireframe sketches and then
worked with Designers to complete first round designs
and a working prototype.

Usability testing

I led sessions with our group of teachers to provide
feedback and identify usability issues. The feedback
could be analyzed and implemented quickly.

Final designs and product
requirements

Incorporating changes from the usability testing
sessions, the Designer produced the final designs, and
I completed the functional product requirements and
user stories, ready for the engineering team to begin
their work.

Product development

The project had to rely on a reduced engineering
team because they had other priorities to deliver
simultaneously. This led to a delay to the originally
proposed deadline.

Testing

I collated feedback from all stakeholders including some
of the teachers we appointed to advise us and then
presented it to the Engineering team for amendments.
As the Product lead for the project, I was responsible for
managing the testing process and providing product
sign off.

Product launch

Due to numerous usability issues identified during
testing, the project launch was sluightly delayed.

Solution
“We created a
simple analytics
dashboard with clear
data visualization
at its heart. This is to
help non-technical
users understand and
analyze their data..”

RESULTS
In its first year the dashboard was
used by over 100 teachers and
careers, who in return helped to
create over 3000 new registrations
on course search websites such
as Whatuni. The product helped
the student outreach team to
strengthen their partnerships with
teachers and careers advisors and
increase product brand awareness
in the sector.

What was learnt
• The formation of an advisory group of teachers
ensured that the project solved the B2B objectives set
by the business.
• The delay to the release helped me to develop a
better understanding of how to create back up plans
so that we could adapt to late requests and changes
to the project.
• The project was the first large scale project that
focused primarily on B2B development. Improved my
B2B stakeholder management and communications
skills during this project.
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PROJECT

Content hub profiles
for university marketing
FIND EXAMPLES HERE

Auckland University of Technology
University of Portsmouth

Product description

A “content hub” profile is a page where universities aim to attract
prospective student applications through rich content and media.
This was a new sales inventory item created by the Hotcourses

PROJECT GOALS AND
SUCCESS MEASURES
- To provide users

Group that could be purchased and implemented across their

with richer content

multiple course search products such as: Hotcourses Abroad,

helping them to decide

Whatuni, and Postgraduate Search.

between different

The problem

The Hotcourses Group sales team needed new and more effective
inventory that they could sell to university clients helping them
boost their student recruitment. Additionally, the traditional
university profiles that were sold and featured on the company
course search products were outdated and producing a
diminishing level of return in user web referrals.

Assessment

After monitoring industry trends and speaking to users, it became

universities.
- To increase the
company revenue
from inventory sold to
university partners.
- To Increase the number
and quality of student
leads/referrals sent to
university partners.

clear to me that prospective students were interested in absorbing
richer data such as videos, infographics, and peer generated
content, to help them decide between universities. This coincided
with concerns raised by the sales team that new inventory to sell
was needed to help clients with their student recruitment.

My role

This project was an important new source of revenue for the
company and spanned across several of its existing products, I as
Head of Product took an active role and had direct responsibility
for the project delivery. I was the main point of contact for Product
and for the business, owning the project from ideation through to
development and final release.
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The
process
Project ideation:

We identified the commercial problems we were trying
to solve and set goals for the project. This helped us to
generate initial ideas for the solution which then needed
to test with users.

User research

This project contained both B2B and B2C elements, so
it was imperative that we held research sessions with
both groups. This helped to identify the types of content
we needed to include in each “Content hub” and helped
structure the contents of our MVP.

MVP creation

Following the feedback sessions with B2B and B2C users,
I led a session with the core project team to ideate
product features which were then prioritized into an MVP
using the RICE method.

Wireframing and design prototyping
I created low-fidelity wireframe sketches and then

worked with Designers to complete high-fidelity designs
and a working prototype in InVision.

Usability testing

The Sales team held usability tests with clients to test
our prototypes and provide feedback and refinements.
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Final designs and product
requirements

Adding the changes from the usability testing sessions,
the Designer completed the final designs, and I
completed the functional product requirements and
user stories, ready for the engineering team to begin
their work.

Product development

As the project spanned several products and required
a back-end CMS to support each product, I had to work
closely with multiple Engineering teams simultaneously
to deliver the overall project on time.

Testing

I collated feedback from all stakeholders including
university clients. As the Product lead for the project, I
was responsible for managing the testing process and
providing the product sign off.

Product launch

The project was delivered on each of the course search
websites. As each product had its own engineering
team, it meant that the project was developed and
released at different times due to the sprint structure of
each product being different.

Solution
“We created a design
filled with rich content
that universities
could showcase to
users, bolstering the
quality of their student
recruitment portfolio.”

RESULTS
In its first year the “content hubs”
helped contribute to an increase
in over £1.3 Million revenue across
all of the course search websites.
The avg. time on page and bounce
rates also improved significantly
when compared to the predecessor
pages we were replacing.

What was learnt
• The usability session with university clients led to more
feedback and project changes than anticipated. This
created a challenge for the designs and functional to
deliver to the multiple engineering teams on time.
• This project helped me to improve my communication
and collaboration with multiple engineering teams
simultaneously.
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PROJECT

Luna

The course search assistant chatbot
FIND EXAMPLES HERE
What uni

Product description

“Luna” is an AI chatbot that helps users to navigate through the
course and university search journey on the Whatuni website and
mobile app. Luna collects and uses a wide set of data to make
personalized recommendations to each user.

The problem

Analysis showed that users of the Whatuni product were not using
filters in their search. This was despite our earlier research, which
indicated that personalizing search results was a key requirement
to help users alleviate their pain points.

Assessment

Alongside a team of Data Analysts, I determined that usage of

filters on Whatuni were decreasing. I consulted various Product
Management blogs to help me discover methods used by other
product professional to encourage greater usage of filters and
personalized searches. This led me to suggest the company should
build an AI chatbot to nurture users through the search process.

PROJECT GOALS AND
SUCCESS MEASURES
- To help users to
complete more
personalized searches
with the use of filters
and personalized
recommendations from
an AI chatbot.
- To increase number of
searches completed by
users.
- To Increase the number
of users using filters
for their individual
searches.

My role

As a Senior Contractor I worked as the Product Lead for this project
and had direct responsibility for the project delivery, owning the
project from ideation through to development and final release.
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The
process

Project ideation:

We identified the problems we were trying to solve and set the
objectives for the project.

User Flow and MVP formation

As a team we defined the MVP for the project, prioritizing key features.
The main task was to agree a user and navigational flow for the
chatbot.

User flow testing and amendment

Working closely with QA Testers, we created multiple user stories and
amended the flow based on the multiple user types and flows.

Wireframing and designs

I created simple low fidelity wireframes that the Designer then evolved
into final designs. Being a relatively simple design task meant that the
designs was finalized more easily than on previous projects I worked on.

User testing

The Marketing & Content teams helped me to speak to users who
advised us on the content copy and terminology used by the chatbot.

Product requirements

I completed the functional product requirements and user stories,
ready for the engineering team to begin work.

Product development

The project was being developed for both the Whatuni website
and mobile app, meaning that I had to work closely with multiple
Engineering teams simultaneously to deliver the overall project.

Product launch

The chatbot was delivered on the website and app at different times
due to each product having its own dedicated engineering team and
sprint structure.
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Solution
“We created an AI
chatbot that used
user and course
data to make
recommendations
personalized to
each user.”

RESULTS
Within 6 months of launch, the
chatbot had increased the avg. user
session duration by over 30%.
The number of users who were
using the chatbot and completing a
search with filters applied was over
80% indicating that the chatbot
was effective at nurturing users

What was learnt
• This project really highlighted to me the importance of
getting the copy and terminology right. Our initial draft
content that was written was heavily criticized by the
users we spoke to during the usability testing sessions.
• This project helped me to improve my communication
and collaboration with multiple engineering teams
simultaneously.

through the search journey and
helped them to create personalized
search results.
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PROJECT

Open day event
booking system
For Universities
FIND IT HERE
What uni

Product description

This product is an event booking system that enables users to
search, find, and book open day events at multiple universities.
This system was added to the Whatuni website and mobile app.
Whatuni is an online platform that helps users find and research
universities and courses in the UK.

The problem

The existing open day section on Whatuni only allowed users to

PROJECT GOALS AND
SUCCESS MEASURES
- To help prospective
students find and book
places on university
open day events.
- To create a new

send email enquiries to universities letting them know they were

revenue stream from

interested in attending an Open day event. Our research showed

sending universities

that the majority of these email enquiries were left unanswered,

open day event

resulting in a poor experience for users.

bookings

Assessment

Following a report from the Data and Analytics team, it became
clear to me that there was clear interest from users wanting to
attend events at universities, but the current product did not
fulfil their needs. We as a group of stakeholders speculated that
creating a new booking system would satisfy user needs and
create a new revenue opportunity for the business.

My role

As a Senior Contractor working as the Product Lead for this project,
I had direct responsibility for the project delivery, owning the
project from ideation through to development and final release.
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The
process

Project ideation:

We identified the user & commercial problems we were
trying to solve and set goals for the project.

User research

The UX Researcher spoke to users to identify their pain
points, find out which data & content was needed to
convince users to make an open day booking on the
new product.

MVP creation

Following the feedback sessions, I led a session with the
core project team to ideate product features which
were then prioritized into an initial MVP using the RICE
method.

Information Architecture

I led a session with stakeholders and together, we
defined the user flow and the IA of the project.

Wireframing and design prototyping

I created initial wireframes and worked with Designers to
complete high fidelity designs and a working prototype.

Usability testing

The UX Researcher held sessions with users to identify
usability issues and changes that needed to be made to
the product.
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Final designs and Product
requirements

The amendments from the Usability tests were added
to the final designs by the Designer. I completed the
functional product requirements and user stories, ready
for the engineering team to begin their work.

Product Development

I worked closely with the Engineering team and Technical
Leads to answer any outstanding queries they had with
the requirements for the project.

Project strategy change

Unfortunately due to the external factor of the Covid-19
pandemic, we had to quickly adapt the project and
amend the requirements accordingly. Our Agile
development process made this a relatively problem
free amendment.

Testing

As the Product lead for the project, I was responsible for
managing the testing process and providing the product
sign off.

Product launch

The Covid-19 pandemic caused the launch to be delayed
as we amend the project scope and strategy. The focus
of the product changed from promoting events that
took attendance, to promoting online and virtual events
instead. As a team we adapted well to this challenge and
delivered the project successfully.

Solution
“We created a
robust booking system
that utilized user
consultation to define
the data they needed
before committing to
book an open
day event”

RESULTS
The objectives and goals of the
project had to be amended due to

What was learnt
• As a team we had to demonstrate Agile qualities to
adapt and amend the project quickly and successfully.

the Cocid-19 pandemic. The new
objective was to simply deliver an
amended product that focused on
promoting online and virtual events.
The amended product was given
a strict delivery deadline but was
achieved successfully.
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